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Abstract
This study focused on the increase in refugee-related discourse in Korean society with
the recent inflow of asylum seekers to Jeju Island. The purpose of our study was to
understand the trends in public opinion concerning the acceptance of refugees by
analyzing the content of refugee-related video commentary on YouTube. Topic
modeling was conducted to analyze the main points, context, and ideas in the
comments. The results indicated that the media mainly focus on the pros and cons of
refugees, restricting the refugee issue to the problem of acceptance with a narrow
focus on the case of Jeju Island. Refugee acceptance was treated as overwhelmingly
unacceptable in the comments. We found that commenters often used negative
discourse in the comments as a device for reproducing and amplifying hate speech.
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Background
The international community regards the rapid increase in the number of refugees
displaced from countries in Africa and the Middle East as a result of persecution,
conflict, violence, and human rights violations and the debate of their acceptance in
Europe and Asia as a refugee crisis. Both scholars and policymakers have sought to
explore and devise solutions and policies that address the issue (Shin, 2015; Park &
Suk, 2016; Choi, 2016; European Commission 2015). In Korea, the acceptance of
refugees became a central theme in social discourse in 2018, after the sudden influx of
Yemeni refugees to Jeju Island. The refugee debate has rapidly become widespread,
spurring increasingly fervent political and social interest and conflict. In a July 2018
Realmeter survey, opposition to refugee acceptance was 53.4% (27.3% strongly
oppose refugee acceptance, 26.1% moderately oppose refugee acceptance), up 4.3%p
from their June 2018 survey (Realmeter, 2018a 2 , 2018b 3 ). The favorable response
(37.4%) decreased by 1.6%p between the two surveys (7.7%) strongly support
refugee acceptance, 29.7% moderately support refugee acceptance). According to a
survey by the Korea Research Institute4, 56% of the respondents said they objected to
accepting the refugee status of people from Yemen, 24% said they approve of it, and
20% said they don’t (H. W. Chung, 2018). Demonstrations to express negative views
on the acceptance of refugees also took place throughout Korea (Seo, 2018).
Yet, discussions on the acceptance of refugees in Korea have been limited.
Studies on media communication and public opinion are still lacking and need broader
and more diverse research. Because of limited opportunities for citizens to gather
information through first-hand experience with refugees, information about the
wartime plight of refugees and their local cultural background is mostly communicated
by the media. Popular forms of digital media technology allow information to be easily
shared, constructed, reconstructed, and to influence public opinion on refugee
Sampling Method: Proportional allocation by region, gender, age, education, and occupation.
Sample size: 500 people. Sampling error: 4.4% at the 95% confidence level. (2018 Jun 20)
3 Sampling Method: Proportional allocation by region, gender, age, education, and occupation.
Sample size: 500 people. Sampling error: 4.4% at the 95% confidence level. (2018 Jul 4)
4 Sampling Method: Proportional allocation by region, gender, age, education, and occupation.
Sample size: 1000 people. Sampling error: 3.1% at the 95% confidence level.
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acceptance.
Our study focused on online discourse on YouTube that concerned refugee
acceptance. Anyone can freely post their opinions and thoughts, as well as share and
communicate with other users by writing comments, making YouTube a space for
online media users to express opinions, share ideas, and engage in debate (Kim & Sun,
2006; Ahn & Park, 2007; Yang, 2008; Lee & Lee, 2008; Jeong & Kim, 2006; Jang & Cho,
2014). The purpose of our study was to understand the trends in public opinion
concerning the acceptance of refugees by analyzing the content of refugee-related
video commentary on YouTube. We conducted topic modeling to examine central
themes, context, and opinions about information acquired through media. As recent
research has revealed, Korean media coverage is generally biased against refugee
acceptance (Citizens' Coalition for Democratic Media, 2018). Given this social context,
we examined how online users understand and consume video material on refugee
acceptance. In so doing, this study aims to understand and evaluate the extent to which
public opinion on refugee acceptance demonstrates sophistication, formed in a space
where users flexibly and freely engage in communicative behavior.

Literature Review

The Emergence of the Refugee Debate in Korea
A refugee is someone who has been forced to flee his or her country to escape
war, persecution, violence, or natural disaster. For these individuals, fear of
persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership
in a particular social group is well-justified (UNHCR, United Nations High Commission
for Refugees).
South Korea joined the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees in
December 1992, and its Refugee Act took effect in July 2013, making South Korea the
first country in Asia with such a law. In spite of these measures, evaluations show that
the country has responded negatively to the problem of refugees (B. Lee, 2018; H. Kim,
2018). The resettlement system began to be actively discussed in the 2000s as a form
of burden-sharing in the international community and as a permanent solution to the
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refugee problem. In chairing the UNHCR Executive Committee through 2014, South
Korea was expected to implement a refugee policy that would match the country’s
economic and international status.
It is rare that the government actually accepts applications for refugee status.
However, normative and diplomatic debates on refugees are increasing. The number
of refugees entering Korea continues to increase each year. According to the statistics
of the Ministry of Justice, 40,470 people applied for refugee status from April 1994 to
the end of May 2018. So far, the government has reviewed 20,361 applications for
refugee status; 839 of the refugee claimants have been recognized as refugees. This
means that only 4.1% of asylum seekers receive refugee status. Humanitarian status
was granted to an additional 1,540 foreigners, or 7.6% of the refugee applicants.
Several European countries that have taken in refugees have relied on sections of their
immigration laws about “humanitarian protection” or “supplementary protection” to
guarantee basic medical care, labor permits, and sojourn rights to applicants even
when they are not recognized as refugees. South Korea also issues miscellaneous
sojourn rights (the G-1 visa) to humanitarian status holders – individuals who must be
allowed to remain in South Korea for a long period of time – but unlike in other
countries, these individuals do not receive any social support aside from the right to
work. Humanitarian status holders are excluded from all kinds of public assistance,
including social insurance and basic livelihood allowance. Since they are not issued
travel certificates, family members who were unable to enter the country together
must continue to live apart. South Korea’s Refugee Act has basically justified the
separation of families (Korea Ministry of Justice Immigration and Foreign Policy
Headquarters, 2018).
Although the refugee issue calls for a society-wide, in-depth discussion,
discussions on the topic within Korea have historically been limited to academics or
international diplomacy professionals. Furthermore, this discussion was confined to
the concept and policy of migrant workers and refugees (Yi, 2016; Song, 2018; Min,
2003), and legal review of refugee protection (J. C. Kim, 2014; H.-J. Kim, 2015). Even
after the refugee issue became important in Europe due to humanitarian crisis in Syria,
studies fixated on policies and situations in EU countries (Kang, 2016; Ko & Ha, 2011;
Seol, 2013; Shin, 2015; Park & Suk, 2016; Choi, 2016; H.-K. Kim, 2015; Kim & Moon,
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2016).
Since June 2018, coinciding with the influx of Yemeni refugees to Jeju Island,
the refugee problem has become a social agenda, spurring the development of more
diverse approaches to the situation (H. Kim, 2018). Field research undertaken through
direct interviews with refugees aims to better understand how interactions with
refugees affect political outcomes (H. Kim, 2018). Other studies reveal the cruelty of
human rights violations inflicted on refugee women and suggest policy improvements
(Song, Kim, Lee, & Han, 2018).
Given the low likelihood of the average Korean citizen interacting directly with
refugees, the media plays a substantial role in communicating with the public about
refugees. However, there is a dearth of research that scrutinizes press coverage on the
refugee issue. According to one report, domestic discourse on refugees found in
Korean media is restricted to the matter of whether or not to accommodate refugees,
who are generally depicted in negative terms. Furthermore, in-depth reporting on the
Yemeni Civil War is hard to find, whereas coverage on the so-called refugee side-effects,
including public concern about destabilization of employment among Koreans and
crimes (or fake news about crimes) involving refugees abound (Citizens' Coalition for
Democratic Media, 2018). As such, accurate information about refugees is needed to
form a healthy public opinion. In order to make this possible, we must move beyond
simply criticizing negative trends in public opinion polls, emphasizing classical
humanitarianism (S.-W. Lee, 2018), or lamenting the narrow-mindedness of public
discourse on whether or not refugees should be accepted into Korea (Chae, 2018).
Research on the conflicts in public opinion about refugee acceptance and social
discourse, particularly from a media communications perspective, is also lacking. Since
2018, several research organizations have published survey results on refugee-related
public opinion polls and media reports, but they are generally focused on asking about
the pros and cons of accepting refugees and analyzing results through comparison.
Therefore, extant research does not offer a nuanced understanding of public opinion
on refugee acceptance (Realmeter, 2018; Gallup Korea, 2018).
In this respect, a 2018 study by Byung-Ha Lee is notable for its analysis of the
discursive characteristics of the refugee issue within Korean society following the
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Korean refugee crisis on Jeju. In recent years, refugee issues have been politicized as a
security-oriented discourse among countries hosting refugees, particularly those in
Europe. Some politicians and anti-refugee organizations have pointed to the surge in
crime rates, the linkage with terrorism, and the burden on welfare systems. Byung-Ha
Lee (2018) remarked that it was difficult to say that the refugee issue in Korea had
become a security concern, nor had it reached a level to justify extreme measures at
the time of writing, but noted that the refugee problem was rapidly changing. He
observed that the anti-refugee discourse might combine with the Banda culture
discourse, which is based on anti-Islamic sentiment and security fears, and called for
countermeasures to address potential politicization. Jef Huysmans (2006) called for
attention to everyday life and interaction among immigrants and refugees with the
native Korean people as a way to alleviate social fear and threats toward refugees.
Public Sphere, Agenda Diffusion Theory, and Social Media
YouTube is situated at the intersection of media production and social
networking (Hanson, Haridakis, & Sharma, 2011) as a platform on which audiences
can easily create media and interact with content. At a basic level, users search for
videos and news. In addition, users can reproduce video content or share and
disseminate videos to other platforms. The process of content creation and sharing
creates a participatory culture, wherein users develop new friendships and
communities. This participatory culture fosters social consciousness and social
contribution and is characterized by a low barrier to citizen participation and artistic
expression (Chau, 2010).
YouTube's networking capabilities allow for transnational and transcultural
communication (Song & Jang, 2013). More than a billion people globally search for
YouTube content in 76 different languages and view billions of videos, accumulating
hundreds of millions of hours of daily viewing time (YouTube, 2017). Furthermore,
YouTube’s networking capabilities contribute to the formation of international
solidarity and public opinion (Pantti, 2015). The comments section catalyzes the
formation of public opinion driven by an audience of ordinary citizens, based on citizen
experience and popular discourse. Thus, it offers a space for citizens to partake in
discussion (Pantti, 2015) and absorb new information (Jenkins, 2006). Furthermore,
unlike mainstream media, there are no gatekeepers on YouTube. Rather, the forums
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that emerge within the space are as diverse as the multiplicity of frames in the video
content (Mosemghvdlishvili & Jansz, 2012; Church, 2010).
YouTube also enables dissemination of fresh information and viewpoints on
issues such as political conflict (Evans, 2016). The public sphere is "the common
world" that "gathers us together and yet prevents our falling over each other" (Arendt,
1958). The idea of the public sphere of universal enlightenment, participation, and
social unity is limited because of the capitalistic nature of mass media production that
creates public opinion. The public sphere of social media is the public sphere of
difference. It is the new public sphere of various individuals, not the dominant public
opinion created by the domination system like mass media. It is a contradictory
“'difference of public spheres”' formed from a small discussion group to a discussion
concert, and from blogs and social networks. In the digital convergence era, the
contents of the public sphere are “'public societies”' that have the simultaneous
character of standardization and diversification, uniformity and personalization,
adaptation and isolation, standardization and mixing, direction and authentication,
repetition and variation (Seo, 2014).
However, the multiple complexities of YouTube also create the potential to
adversely affect the direction and depth of YouTube public opinion if it fixates on the
negative (Citizens' Coalition for Democratic Media, 2018). The free conditions within
YouTube, combined with the influence of the comments sections and bolstered by
confirmation bias, may foreground extreme and unreasonable arguments and violent
speech. Such possibilities indicate the need for a mature attitude in the public sphere:
specifically, an understanding of the nature of YouTube and an awareness of the
influence that a personal level of exchange commands.
Comments Analysis Through a Literature Review of Public Opinion Research
Once formed, public opinion does not dissipate over time but rather enters a
cycle in which public opinion influences relevant policy and then reacts to the change
in policy (Lee, 2014). Without an accurate understanding of public opinion, no social
issue can move toward a goal and it is difficult for any policy to be enforced effectively
(Oh, 2005; Lee, 2014). Thus, analyzing the mechanism through which certain
articulations are foregrounded in the media, how certain terms link with other terms,
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how these articulations are amplified, and the parameters of interpretation these
articulations establish enables us to understand how communication takes place
within a society.
As demonstrated above, YouTube commentary is a significant research subject
in societal communication cycles. The characteristics of comments sections in which
users freely express personal opinions to engage in public discussion facilitate
researchers’ ability to grasp the social-psychological orientation of the speaker (Lee &
Jang, 2009). In a shifting media environment, Internet users influence one another
even when they do not directly engage in posting and sharing comments. Users gauge
the trends in the comments posted by other users to establish their own position and
attitude toward a particular issue (Kim & Sun, 2006; Ahn & Park, 2007; Yang, 2008;
Lee & Lee, 2008; Jeong & Kim, 2006; Jang & Cho, 2014). This means that media users
can change their perspectives toward an issue based on their evaluation of the broader
public opinion reflected in the comments. Therefore, exposure to a diverse range of
perspectives enhances the prospects of informed opinion-making in multiple
dimensions. When diverse opinions on conflicting agendas are shared democratically,
the comments section serves as a wholesome site of social interaction.
In the case of public opinion on the acceptance of refugees, Korean media
reports show a negatively biased view of refugee acceptance (Citizens' Coalition for
Democratic Media, 2018). Identifying how information is understood and consumed
by YouTube users through comments left on the platform will help to identify more
detailed and flexible aspects of public opinion. As many scholars point out, ordinary
users freely expressing personal opinions, thoughts, beliefs, and feelings about news
coverage and sharing them with a large number of people has become commonplace
(Kim & Sun, 2006; Ahn & Park, 2007; Yang, 2008; Lee & Lee, 2008; Jeong & Kim, 2006).
The provision of in-depth coverage through the introduction of relevant news, nonlinear news consumption using hyperlinks (Ahn & Park, 2007), and interaction among
users as well as user-media interaction mediated by comments are the features of
online journalism that are important to this study.
Even though conflicts have arisen due to refugees at home and abroad, there is
a need to explore alternatives to news coverage that self-limits to emphasis on the
presence of conflict itself, encouraging biased perspectives. Online platforms add an
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interpersonal communication element to the traditional mass communication form of
news articles (Yang, 2008). Extremely personal and unpolished opinions are widely
circulated and consumed alongside news articles, with almost no control or censorship
— and unfiltered information tends to be biased. Existing research indicates that news
consumers who access comments that diverge from the tone of the accompanying
news tend to adopt the opinion of other online users based on the comments (Lange,
2019). In other words, users who are exposed to comments are more likely to be
affected by public opinion, rather than forming their own opinions uninfluenced by
others. Yet, as demonstrated in a recent German study, a level of direct experience can
offer communication-based solutions to social conflicts involving refugees. Therefore,
identifying the characteristics of comments that stem from individual and personal
experiences may be an essential first step in finding solutions for the social integration
of refugees (Lange, 2019).

Research Methods
Research Question
To analyze the characteristics of the refugee-related comments we developed
the research questions as follows.
What are the characteristics of videos related to refugee acceptance?
1) Which types of refugee-related videos are primarily discussed?
2) What are the characteristics of the vocabulary in the videos?
What are the characteristics of refugee-related public opinion comments in the video
comments?
1) What are the characteristics of the vocabulary in the comments?
2) What are the main topics of the messages that appear in comments?
3) In what context is the vocabulary of the comments used?
Research Procedures
In this study, data collection, pre-processing and analysis were conducted in
respective order. We crawled uploaded YouTube videos and comments for six months
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starting in June of 2018. We chose this timing because the number of off-line
discussions in which refugee cases have become issues in Korea had recently increased.
Big data research is not only large-scale data analysis but an inductive and
interpretive form of analysis to better understand a phenomenon and draw a more
comprehensive interpretation and discussion. The researchers continued deliberation
and discussion while going through the research process.
Research Methodology
Text mining. Text mining is a big data analysis method used to extract
meaningful information and assess the relationship of texts by analyzing various types
of informal data such as online comments and Twitter messages (Korea Database
Agency, 2016). It allows researchers to collect a large amount of text data and yields
subject categories without having to define a topic a priori (Block & Newman, 2011)
and is thus useful when categorizing content. Text mining consists of data collection,
morphological analysis, semantic transformation and extraction, and keyword and
topic analysis. In this study, data collection was implemented in a bottom-up collection
method in which the data on the subject were first collected, then categorized, and the
keywords corresponding to each category determined. Subsequently, data
preprocessing was performed to remove unnecessary information and format the
irregular data of the text. Morphological analysis was then performed after eliminating
characters such as punctuation, symbols, and spaces. Morphological analysis is a
process of separating the sentence into a meaningful minimum unit, or morpheme, and
verifying the part of speech. In this study, we used the KoNLP analyzer and analyzed
the morpheme, excluding nouns. Additionally, words that were unnecessary for
analysis among nouns were treated as an abbreviation so that future topic modeling
analysis could proceed more smoothly. Finally, we used Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) for the text data to determine the importance of specific
words in the document.
Analysis of association rules. Association rule analysis is a technique of data
mining, which finds a reasonable rule of fit between objects in a large set of data. It is
also called affinity analysis or shopping cart analysis. It refers to the task of extracting
interrelationships, such as "when an event occurs, another event occurs," and first
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finds a frequent item set. Support and confidence are used as evaluation criteria of
extracted association rules. Support is the ability to identify trends in transactions by
indicating which transactions contain both X and Y in the entire transaction.
Reliability is the ratio of item Y included in a transaction that contains item X.
If the degree of enhancement is equal to 1, then X and Y are independent of each other,
if less than 1 a negative correlation, if more than 1 and has a positive correlation. If two
items are adopted at the same time, they are independent. If the improvement value is
1, they are completely independent. The value of the enhancement must be greater
than 1 (Chung & Kwon, 2008). The rules that satisfy both the minimum support and
the minimum reliability are called strong rules. In this study, the support and reliability
values are presented together with the related words.
Topic modeling. Topic modeling is a method of text mining as a statistical
reasoning model used to find the subject of a document (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003).
Research is focused on analyzing and exploring trends according to the characteristics
of data. The number of texts such as newspaper articles and unrefined social media is
rapidly increasing, and research is being conducted to understand the opinions of
users in the online ecosystem.
The topic modeling technique used in this study is latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA). LDA is a topic modeling technique proposed by Blei et al. (2013), which refers
to a probabilistic model in which subjects exist in a given text. LDA has several
advantages, including the simplicity of the algorithm itself, the usefulness of data
reduction, and semantically consistent subject production (Mimno et al., 2008).
LDA topic modeling is essentially an analysis based on the subject distribution of
a text group and the probability of occurrence of thematic words. Therefore, the
researcher sets the number of subjects that the text potentially has and the number of
words representing the subject. The number of topics is determined by considering
both the interpretability of the topic and the perplexity value by the estimation
method. In this study, eight topics were set as the number of potential topics. To ensure
both efficiency and accuracy, Gibbs sampling, which sets the appropriate number of
iterations, is set to a repetition frequency of 1000 (Hornik & Grun, 2011). In this way,
the topic model is generated efficiently, and the accuracy of the model is secured.
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Results
Analysis of the Characteristics of the Videos
We first analyzed the frequency and type of videos related to refugee acceptance.
The video type can be indicated as a genre on YouTube, which is specified on upload.
The results of our video type analysis, shown in Table 1, indicate that videos related to
refugee acceptance are most frequently handled in News & Politics (64.61%).
Entertainment and People & Blogs followed in the ranking. Other areas included types
of games, travel, cars, and movies.
Table 1. Video Frequency by Type
Type

Frequency

Ratio (%)

News & Politics

157

64.61

Entertainment

28

11.52

People & Blogs

27

11.11

Nonprofits & Activism

14

5.76

Education

7

2.88

Other

10

4.10

Total

243

100

Among the videos included in our study, the ten with the greatest number of
comments are listed below (Table 2).
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Table 2. Features of the Ten Videos with the Most Comments
Rank

Num. of
Comments

Likes

Dislikes

1

6,479

6,523

538

2018-07-16 In response to the refugee protesters in Korea

2

4,897

1,012

214

2018-06-19 Koreans who oppose the refugees in Yemen are
racists?

3

4,897

1,012

214

2018-06-15 The reason why the refugees on Jeju Island are
exploding. “Let's go to Korea , which is safe.”

4

3,897

2,442

221

2018-07-01 Advice of one member of Mam Cafe for Yemeni
refugees

5

3,385

4,417

168

2018-07-08 Interview with Yemeni Refugees that want to return to
Yemen

6

3,188

3,306

380

2018-06-29 Is it more important than national human rights?
Refugee issue mentioned by Jung Woo-sung

7

3,165

673

1,595

2018-07-06 Kang Sung-tae hit the nail on the head about refugees

8

2,943

7,450

490

2018-07-01 Why they oppose Yemen refugees - a rally against Jeju
refugees

9

2,812

2,439

156

2018-07-05 Seoul was breached! Refugees in Yemen who have
been treated in Seoul

10

2,576

991

129

2018-07-11 I invited the organizers of the refugee rallies

Date5

Titles6

Word Frequency Analysis
Through our research, we compiled a list of the top thirty words most
frequently appearing in refugee-related videos. Within both the video title and the
video text, “refugee” (209/204), “Jeju” (79/185), and “acceptance” (48/133) occurred
with the highest frequency. In the video title, the words such as “Rally,” “Problem,”
“Acknowledge,” “We,” “Fake,” “Permit,” “Petition,” “Humanitarian,” and “Muslim” also
appeared frequently. In the video content, the words such as “Tip-off,” “The opposite,”
“Human,” “Screening,” and “Entry” appeared frequently.

Date of video posting
The original titles are in Korean; the translations are our own. See the Appendix for the
original titles.
5
6
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Table 3. Frequency of Words Appearing in Titles and Videos

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

In titles
Word
Refugee (난민)
Jeju (제주)
News (뉴스)
Acceptance (수용)
The opposite (반대)
Pros/Cons (찬반)
Rally (집회)
Problem (문제)
Controversy (논란)
Problem (문제)
Reason (이유)
Acknowledgement (인정)
We (우리)
Seoul (서울)
Europe (유럽)
Fake (가짜)
One’s eyes (시선)
Jeju Island(제주도)
Permit (허가)
Conflict (갈등)
Stay (체류)
Korea (한국)
Heat up (가열)
Petition (청원)
Government (정부)
Nation (people, 국민)
Humanitarian (인도주의)
Blue House (청와대)
Muslim (무슬림)
Welcome (환영)

In videos
Freq

Word

Freq

209
79
57
48
28
28
21
20
18
18
18
15
15
14
13
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
6

Refugee (난민)
Jeju (제주)
Acceptance (수용)
News (뉴스)
Subscribe (구독)
We (우리)
You tube (유튜브)
Tip-off (제보)
Problem (문제)
Channel (채널)
The opposite (반대)
Korea (한국)
Government (정부)
Controversy (논란)
Republic of Korea (대한민국)
Article (기사)
Human (사람)
Application (신청)
Tip-off (제보)
Screening (심사)
Homepage (홈페이지)
Entry (입국)
Nation (나라)
Applicant (신청자)
Country (국가)
Pros/Cons (찬반)
Foreigner (외국인)
Petition (청원)
Motherfucker (새끼)
Bastard (놈)

204
185
133
111
95
91
89
84
83
76
75
75
69
67
62
60
60
60
58
56
50
50
50
49
47
47
45
45
44
45

182
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Analysis of Association Rules between Words in Video
We conducted an analysis of association rules to examine the meanings of the
words used in the videos. A total of 47 rules were found at a support level of 0.1 and a
reliability level of 0.77. As the results in Table 4 demonstrate, ‘Jeju’ and ‘acceptance’
appeared as the words most frequently related to ‘refugees.’ When ‘refugees’ were
used together with ‘Jeju,’ there was a relationship with ‘acceptance.’ The results of the
association analysis showed that refugee videos mainly dealt with the pros and cons
of refugee acceptance on Jeju, reinforcing the findings of our earlier word frequency
analysis.
Table 4. Text Association Analysis
7

LHS

8

RHS

Support

Reliability

Efficiency

Count

{Refugee}

=>

{Jeju}

0.6415

0.6623

1.0324

102

{Refugee}

=>

{Acceptance}

0.6289

0.6493

1.0222

100

{Refugee, Jeju}

=>

{Acceptance}

0.4528

0.0720

1.0324

72

Word Frequency Analysis on Comments
To address our second research question, “What are the characteristics of refugeerelated public opinion in the video comments?”, we conducted text mining of
comments to derive the frequency of common words, as shown in Table 5. Word
frequency analysis of the comments section indicated that the words “refugee”
(30,760), “Korea” (6,553), “opinion” (6,285), “my country” (5,974), and “problem”
(5,728) appeared most frequently.

7
8

Left Hand Side
Right Hand Side
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Table 5. Word Frequency Analysis Results
Rank

Word

Freq

Rank (cont.)

Word

Freq

1

Refugee (난민)

30,760

16

Bitch (년)

2,588

2

Korea (한국)

6,553

17

Government (정부)

2,560

3

Opinion (생각)

6,285

18

War (전쟁)

2,554

4

My Country (우리나라)

5,974

19

Money (돈)

2,402

5

Problem (문제)

5,728

20

Moon (문)

2,379

6

Muslim (무슬림)

5,373

21

Culture (문화)

2,253

7

Nation (people,국민)

4,810

22

Crime (범죄)

2,228

8

Country (국가)

4,568

23

Motherfucker (새끼)

2,222

9

The opposite (반대)

4,115

24

Bastard (놈)

2,161

10 Europe (유럽)

3,474

25

Law (법)

2,150

11 Religion (종교)

3,344

26

Acceptance (수용)

2,145

12 Motherfucker (새끼)

3,237

27

Woman (여자)

2,120

13 Jeju (제주)

3,152

28

Enemy (적)

2,028

14 Deportation (추방)

2,939

29

Terror (테러)

1,967

15 Human right (인권)

2,887

30

Republic of Korea (대한민국)

1,962

Analysis of Association Rules
Following our analysis of words that appear most frequently, we conducted an
association rules analysis to examine the meanings of words used in the text of the
videos. A total of 74 rules were found at a support level of 0.1 and a reliability level of
0.77, shown in Table 6.
Unlike the analysis of video content, “the opposite” and “Europe” appeared as
the two most frequent words following the term “refugees.” The word that showed the
highest degree of association with “refugees” was “country.” When “country” and
“refugee” were used together, it was in relation to the word “people.” Furthermore,
when complete sentences were examined, we often encountered a line of reasoning
which presented the issue of refugee acceptance as a problem for “our country” and a
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problem for “our people,” and that opposing refugee acceptance is only a natural
expression as a citizen of Korea.
Table 6. Association Rules Analysis Results
LHS

RHS

{The opposite} =>

{Refugee}

Support
0.117511

Reliability
0.76931

Efficiency
1.264074

Count
1,424

{Europe}

=>

{Refugee}

0.125845

0.742092

1.219346

1,525

{Refugee}

=>

{Nation}

0.23427

0.38494

1.10698

2,839

{Refugee, Nation} =>

{People}

0.10166

0.43395

1.26776

1,232

Topic Modeling Analysis of User Comments
Table 7. Main Topics and Key Words Mentioned
No.
1

Label
Regionalism

Key words mentioned9
Chosun, Jeolla Province, Republic, Gwangju, Chun Doo Hwan,
Park Chung Hee, Warning

2

Hatred

You, Every country, Monkey, Smell, Correct answer, Shinan,
Tortoise, Disaster

3

Political criticism

Advocate, Qatar, Eradication

4

Protectionist of its people

People, Country, Islam, Us, Korea, People

5

Relating to crime

Russia, Police, Arrest, Terrorism, Sexual abuse

6

A counteraction

Petition, Deletion, Voice, Sign, Voter, Politician, North Korea

7

Religious exclusion

Disaster, God, Unity, Bible, Jesus, Communism, Destruction

8

Hatred for immigrants

Islam, War, Temple, Breeding power, Rear, Expansion

To further analyze the attitudes toward refugee acceptance in our earlier
results, we conducted topic modeling analysis, tracing the keywords of each topic from
the original text. Table 4 summarizes the results and keywords derived from
appropriate topics through topic modeling. After extracting the 10 final topics, we
integrated contextually similar topics. The findings enumerated the different forms of
hate toward the refugees shown in the discourse, or different perceptions of hate

9

The original data is in Korean. See Appendix for the original Korean.
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projected onto the refugee issue.
First, hatred toward a region (“Regionalism”) appeared within the debate on
refugee issues. Some of the main words that make up this topic are “Chosun,” “Jeolla10
Province,” “Gwangju,” “Chun Doo Hwan,” and “Park Chung Hee.” Comments that did not
have any direct relevance to refugee acceptance frequently occurred, such as “How can
a country that has undergone the Gwangju People’s Uprising11 accept refugees?” (Jaemin Choi, 7 months ago), "I do not care if they [refugees] are to go to Jeolla-do," and
"Do it like Jeolla-do" (Minsu Kim, 7 months ago). Other comments brought up the
responsibility of Jeolla-do or criticized news coverage for misleading the public as it
did for the Gwangju protest.
In the case of “Political Criticism,” those politicians who favored refugee
acceptance were referred to as “advocates.” Users expressed a desire to ostracize those
politicians or to hold accountable certain conservative or progressive parties. The
“Protecting the People” topic, which consists of words such as “people,” “country,”
“Islam,” and “Korea,” conveyed an extremist and closed national protectionist tendency
that dichotomously divides the Korean people and refugees. In the comments, people
only recognized refugees as terrorists and criminals. They also described refugees as
"perpetrators of crime," citing arrests and terrorism, mentioning the attempted
hijacking of a Russian aircraft. 12 Another topic, “opposing actions” dealt with
measures such as petitions, signatures, and voting.
In the case of the topic involving words such as “Disaster,”“God,” “Unity,”“Bible,”“Jesus,”
“Communism,” and “Destruction,” religious hatred or religious exclusion figured heavily.
Finally, the topic of “Hatred for immigrants” consisted of the terms “Islam,” “War,”
“Temple,” “Breeding power,” “Rear,” and “Expansion.”

Jeolla-do is the name of the region where the Gwangju People’s Uprising took place. This
word is used as a regional derogatory word in South Korea.
11 The Gwangju People’s Uprising was a pro-democracy demonstration in 1980 leading to the
deaths of 200 people. For more information see Korean Resource Center (n.d.).
12 For more information about this incident, see Quackenbush (2019).
10
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Conclusions
In this study, we examined how the current debate about refugees has been triggered
and sustained by online media. For our analysis, we conducted text mining to collect
and analyze videos related to refugee acceptance in Korea and the comments on these
videos. We employed topic modeling analysis to collect words from a set of documents,
to extrapolate groups of words associated with specific subjects relating to the refugee
situation, and to infer the topic of the video.
We found that the videos concerning refugee acceptance were mainly dealt with
in the genre of news and politics, and that these videos tended to generate words such
as refugees, Jeju, pros and cons, and acceptance. In the comments sections, Jeju and
acceptance appeared frequently as words associated with refugees, while refugees and
Jeju were associated with acceptance. These findings indicated that the media tends to
focus on the pros and cons of refugee acceptance, while public opinion also tends to fixate
on the issue of whether or not to accept refugees, in the case of the Yemeni refugees of Jeju
Island. We employed topic modeling to examine the context of each word, and derived
associated topics such as regionalism, immigrant hate, and religion. The discourse of
refugee acceptance was scattered across various forms of hate toward refugees.
Through our research, we compiled a list of the top thirty words most
frequently appearing in refugee-related videos. Within both video title and video text,
“refugee,” “Jeju,” and “acceptance” occurred with the highest frequency. In the video
title, the words such as “Rally,” “Problem,” “Acknowledge,” “We,” “Fake,” “Permit,”
“Petition,” “Humanitarian,” and “Muslim” appeared frequently. In the video content, the
words such as “Tip-off,” “The opposite,” “Human,” “Screening,” and “Entry” appeared
frequently. Overall, public opinion on refugee acceptance showed that the intersection
between extreme discussions and nuanced opinions was insubstantial, that evidence
supporting the arguments were not visible, and that violent forms of language and hate
speech comprised the majority of the texts of these videos.
These features of online platforms shown in YouTube comments sections
undesirably limit the participation of diverse perspectives that could reduce ignorance
and instead allow blind hatred to proliferate. Social media, which should be the public
sphere of differences in the new media era, is meaningful for the public opinion field.
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In particular, by grouping refugees into a collectively oversimplified dichotomy
of national or religious background, the extent and depth of public discourse about
refugee acceptance become constricted. Therefore, it is imperative that we diversify
and rationalize public discussions. In other words, we must adopt a new approach to
address the refugee issue in a way that transcends a securitization approach (Buzan,
Wæverr, & de Wilde, 1998), to be negotiated across a diverse range of political and
everyday cultural realms. To this end, the media, the government, and citizens should
be alert to the detrimental effects of hate and boundary-marking as perpetuated in
online comments sections. Each entity faces the challenge of entering the public sphere
with a mature attitude, seeking to understand and empathize with different positions
and perspectives.
Limitations
The purposive sampling of keyword selection process for data collection, driven by the
intent of our research, was one limitation of our study. Furthermore, the data selection
period was limited to six months in consideration of the abundance of refugee
discussions. The gap between the period in which the research was being completed
and the time frame of our study may have somewhat affected the timeliness of our
results.

Conclusions
In this study, we examined how the current debate about refugees has been triggered
and sustained by online media. For our analysis, we conducted text mining to collect
and analyze videos related to refugee acceptance in Korea and the comments on these
videos. We employed topic modeling analysis to collect words from a set of documents,
to extrapolate groups of words associated with specific subjects relating to the refugee
situation, and to infer the topic of the video.
We found that the videos concerning refugee acceptance were mainly dealt with
in the genre of news and politics, and that these videos tended to generate words such
as refugees, Jeju, pros and cons, and acceptance. In the comments sections, Jeju and
acceptance appeared frequently as words associated with refugees, while refugees and
Jeju were associated with acceptance. These findings indicated that the media tends to
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focus on the pros and cons of refugee acceptance, while public opinion also tends to
fixate on the issue of whether or not to accept refugees, in the case of the Yemeni
refugees of Jeju Island. We employed topic modeling to examine the context of each
word, and derived associated topics such as regionalism, immigrant hate, and religion.
The discourse of refugee acceptance was scattered across various forms of hate toward
refugees.
Through our research, we compiled a list of the top thirty words most
frequently appearing in refugee-related videos. Within both video title and video text,
“refugee,” “Jeju,” and “acceptance” occurred with the highest frequency. In the video
title, the words such as “Rally,” “Problem,” “Acknowledge,” “We,” “Fake,” “Permit,”
“Petition,” “Humanitarian,” and “Muslim” appeared frequently. In the video content, the
words such as “Tip-off,” “The opposite,” “Human,” “Screening,” and “Entry” appeared
frequently. Overall, public opinion on refugee acceptance showed that the intersection
between extreme discussions and nuanced opinions was insubstantial, that evidence
supporting the arguments were not visible, and that violent forms of language and hate
speech comprised the majority of the texts of these videos.
These features of online platforms shown in YouTube comments sections
undesirably limit the participation of diverse perspectives that could reduce ignorance
and instead allow blind hatred to proliferate. Social media, which should be the public
sphere of differences in the new media era, is meaningful for the public opinion field.
In particular, by grouping refugees into a collectively oversimplified dichotomy
of national or religious background, the extent and depth of public discourse about
refugee acceptance become constricted. Therefore, it is imperative that we diversify
and rationalize public discussions. In other words, we must adopt a new approach to
address the refugee issue in a way that transcends a securitization approach (Buzan,
Wæverr, & de Wilde, 1998), to be negotiated across a diverse range of political and
everyday cultural realms. To this end, the media, the government, and citizens should
be alert to the detrimental effects of hate and boundary-marking as perpetuated in
online comments sections. Each entity faces the challenge of entering the public sphere
with a mature attitude, seeking to understand and empathize with different positions
and perspectives.
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Limitations
The purposive sampling of keyword selection process for data collection, driven by the
intent of our research, was one limitation of our study. Furthermore, the data selection
period was limited to six months in consideration of the abundance of refugee
discussions. The gap between the period in which the research was being completed
and the time frame of our study may have somewhat affected the timeliness of our
results.
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Appendix: Original, Untranslated Data
Table 2: Features of Videos with a lot of comments
Number
Order
of
comments

Like

Dislike

Date

Titles

1

6479

6,523

538

2018- 한국의 난민반대 집회에 전 세계인들의
07-16 반응,

2

4897

1,012

214

2018- (해외 반응) 예맨 난민들을 반대하는
06-19 한국인들은 인종차별주의자다...??

3

4897

1,012

214

2018- 현재 난리난 제주도 예멘 난민이 폭증한
06-15 이유 모두 안전한 한국으로 가자

4

3897

2,442

221

2018- 예멘 난민 옹호자를 향한 맘 카페 회원의
07-01 일침

5

3385

4,417

168

2018- 한국이 형편없어서 예멘으로 돌아가고
07-08 싶다는 제주도 예멘 난민 인터뷰

6

3188

3,306

380

7

3165

673

1,595

8

2943

7,450

490

2018- 그들이 예멘 난민을 반대하는 이유- 제주
07-01 난민 반대 집회

9

2812

2,439

156

2018- 서울이 뚫렸다! 서울와서 치료받은 예멘
07-05 난민 현재 근황

2018- 국민 인권보다 중요하냐고요? 정우성이
06-29 언급한 난민 문제
2018난민 문제에 팩폭 날리는 강성태
07-06
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Table 7 Main Topics and Keywords Mentioned
No.

Label

Key words mentioned

1

지역혐오

조선, 전라도, 공화국, 광주, 전두환, 박정희, 경고

2

단순 혐오

너희, 매국, 원숭이, 냄새, 정답, 신안, 기생충, 염전, 떨거지

3

정치권 비판

옹호자, 카타르, 박멸, 자한

4

자국민 보호주의

사람, 나라, 이슬람, 우리, 한국, 우리나라, 국민

5

테러, 범죄 취급

러시아, 경찰, 체포, 구속, 테러, 추종, 성폭력

6

반대 행동

청원, 삭제, 구제, 목소리, 서명, 유권자, 정치인, 북한

7

종교 배척 및 혐오

재앙, 하나님, 통일, 성경, 예수, 공산, 멸망

8

이민자 혐오

슬람, 전쟁, 성전, 번식력, 무서움, 확장
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